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a yearbook remembers 
that is our theme. a theme based not so much on the 
past forty-nine volumes of the daytonian, nor a theme based 
on the premise that a university is in itself a place to 
remember, but rather an association of people, places, times 
- together. this is a documentation of a year at the univer-
sity of dayton. it is often difficult to comprehend the changes 
that can take place over a span of time. fifty years ago, 
with the first edition of this annual, no one would have 
imagined the growth and development of the university. 
therefore to keep one year separate from another, to pick 
out one face in a crowd and relive, to remember one fall 
weekend in pictures and words, and cherish, even sometimes 
to look back in anger or disgust or maybe, apathy at an 
eventful time in the past. these are things we attempt to 
recall. sometimes just a face is enough, other times some 
display of emotions, or lack of them will complete the 
description. whatever the means, that is our task, to show 
how not why ... a yearbook remembers. 
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·, nsi beg,ins '72·'73 academic year 
C 
• 
on tuesday the campus was silent. the offices were 
calm, their staffs relaxed. on wednesday things picked 
up. people began to move ,in, lines started to form. 
by thursday afternoon the campus was alive with 
people. boxes, papers, lines and "new students." nsi 
had begun, an introduction to campus life at ud. and 
what an introduction. registration moved to the wom-
en's gym to accomodate nore people with less con-
gestion, but still the lines were long. the first floor of 
st. mary's had only a nar,row walk-way through the 
crowd waiting at the bursar's office. the off-campus 
area was crowded with cars double-parked, people mov-
ing in, people already unpacked and roaming the streets 
looking for friends. 
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among the hustle and bustle of changing 
classes activities day took place outside ken-
nedy union. as 50 or so clubs, frats, sorori-
ties and other organizations desperately tried 
to rekindle some interest in their group. there 
were many takers, there were also many who 
walked by. 
________________________________ activities day/21 
, standing, leaning, waiting WE -----_-____ -----_ 
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- "what do you mean, my registration was 
cancelled?" "d.idn't i just see you at 
the bursar's office?" "i hope there's 
enough money in my checking account to 
cover the check i just wrote." ... "you need 
your dean's signature, your adviser's sig-
nature, and the class instructor's signature 
on this form." "where do i go to have 
my i.d. validated?" "that will be $18 
for your drop-add, $10 for the courses 
you dropped, and $8 for the courses you 
added." 
Unes/23 
~ weekendsatthe bars~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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MOONLIGHT BAR 
LlQUOR) FOOD 
______________ ------------------bars/25 
it was the only place to go on march 17. 
the "shed" and "timothy's" were doing 
pretty well, too. remember the gross go-
go girls at tim's? the fall of '70 saw "the 
bookstore" closed, "kramer's" start a 
comeback, and "alexander's" rise strongl'y, 
but spring brought "the pit", our own bar 
on-campus. then, with ncr on strike in 
1971, the ud kids kept "the cashba", 
"moonlight," and "dottie's" from going 
broke. the large number of people in that 
area brought about the opening of "the 
union depot," but it has never really caught 
on with the college kids. this year the 
"iron boar" came on strong and "tim's" 
lost popularity was refound. "the pit" clos-
ed, but "alexander's" is still busy and 
there's still good pizza at "the shed." and 
who says the college kids don't care about 
anything anymore? 
o 
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cadetslearntobeleaders~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
the question of rotc has been 
and can be debated many 
times. does it build character 
or only provide leaders to 
wage an immoral war? no one 
seems able to decide its real 
purpose or need, so rotc re-
mains an active institution at 
the university of dayton. 
_____________________________ rotc/27 
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a man, his piano, and the 
dayton philharmonic or-
chestra brought up the ' 
curtain for the 1972-73 
university arts series. in-
ternationally reknown-
ed pianist van cliburn ap-
peared jointly with the 
dayton phiharmonic here 
at u.d on october 11. the 
event was co-sponsored 
by the dayton Iphilhar-
monic orchestra associa-
tion and the university 
arts series. cliburn head-
lined a university arts ser-
ies program that covered 
a wide variety of artistic 
events. 
van cliburn/29 
players matching their wits for the capture 
of a king daringly the pawns move for-
ward to meet their contemporaries the 
bishops, knights, and rooks move cautious-
ly to provide protection for their kings and 
queens ... suddenly a battle of wits ensues 
and man after man . is captured this 
was the university of dayton chess tourna-
ment the future fischers and spasskys 
squared off and provided the life that all 
chessmen need to the players it was 
drama, but in the end it was fun. 
________________________________________________________ ..... ches~31 
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ever feel like running around on a sunday after-
noon chasing a football-like ball with the pur-
pose of scoring but the end result many times 
being trampled? then rugby's your game. start-
ed as a club 3 years ago, rugby as progressed 
to a point where the members play other college 
clubs although not on an ncaa level. competi-
tion is tough in this sport which has an east 
coast origin in this country. 
------------____________________ --------___________________ rugb~33 
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bonjour, buenos dias, guten morgen, hello -----------
an annual event on campus is the interna-
tional tea. it receives much community-wide 
I publicity and the city of dayton always re-
sponds warmly to the work of the members 
of ud's international department. the tea is 
an opportunity for our foreign students to 
demonstrate and explain the customs, foods, 
dances, and overall culture of their native 
countries. the tea features good foods to 
try. beautiful costumes, and much cordiality. 
to the people who work so diligently to make 
each tea so successful, we say thank you . 
.... ______________________ ----------international tea/35 
= flyers finish below .500 for '72 season-----------G ,.............. __ 
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~ ______________________________ footbal1j39 
it was a case of "close but no cigar," for the dayton 
flyers football team all season long. continually plagu-
ed by butterfingered fumbles, dropped passes and 
missed plays, the red and blue finished the season 
with a 4-6-1 log. flyer head coach john mcvay said, 
"despite our seemingly disappointing record, this 
is still one of the finest teams i have ever coached." 
record pass receiver larry nickels was voted the mvp 
by his teammates and coaches, senior captain, jake 
burkhardt captured the flyer of the year award. line-
backer tim quinn followed in the footsteps of his 
brother dan by capturing the john macbeth award 
which goes to the performer with the highest cumula-
tive average. 


t booters finish season with II0ss---------------
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for the third straight year in a row bob mcnamee's 
soccer team has amassed a one-loss season. hus-
tling their way to a commendalbe 10-1-1 record, 
coach mcnamee's booters won their way to eligibi-
lity to the post-season ncaa regiona'ls, only to 
have their participation thwarted. one of the main 
reasons for the soccer team's success is most 
valuable player bob "twiggy" ostholthoff, scoring 
13 individual goals this season for a career mark 
of 32 goals. the team's only loss came against 
perennially tough wilmington college, with the tie 
coming against an agressive ohio state team in 
baujan field. 
soccer/43 
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Q. the twist, the jerk, the hop 
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"let's go to the hop" ponytails, bobby-
socks "let me take you where the action 
is" ... greased hair, long skirts . "i danced 
till a quarter of three" cigarettes rolled 
up in shirt sleeves, pedal pushers "he's 
a rebel and he'll never be any good" 
saddle shoes, letter sweaters danny and 
the juniors, gary u.s. bonds, the crystals, 
freddie canon, and the hamburgers. a real 
night to remember. 
~ ______________________________ ~ ______________________________ .. sockhop/47 
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a kick-off event of home-
coming week . . the first 
time to see the queen 
candidates a parade 
through the off-campus 
area ... girls in open cars 
the marching band 
good german food 
a real german band 
outside the snack bar 
much beer drinking 
a good excuse for a party 
dancing had been 
planned it was also 
parent's weekend not 
many people turned out 
it was just too cold 
to stay outside for very 
long. 
----------------------------- octoberfest/49 
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__________________________________________________________ - homecomin~51 
the house lights went down, the spotlights came up, and 
the show began. a three-ring circus was in town, the 
show was going on in the middle of the fieldhouse, a 
spectacle of color, costumes, and breath-taking feats of 
skill. we sat there magically transported back to our child-
hoods, laughing at the clowns, holding our breath at the 
acrobatics going on high over our heads. our mouths 
were open in amazement, our eyes wide with awe. we 
saw trained lions who jumped through familing rings, 
prancing horses carrying pretty ladies, and strutting poo-
dles who looked more human than canine. most amazing-
ly there were elephants. we thought them too large to 
come through the door, but in they came in their funny 
loping stride. why are poeple always so impressed by 
trained pachadirmes? is it their massiveness, is it the 
feat they cause in our hearts that they will turn and 
stampeede? we'll probably never know the whys, but these 
lived up to all expectations. 
________________________________ ~~--------------------~-------homecomin~53 
'- moods, colors of stills and manassas move 5,000 at arena -----
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----------------------------------------------------------------homecomin~55 
take an ounce of country music, a dash of jamaican 
rhythms, and some supercharged rock. add remnants 
of the buffalo springfield-byrds era, a quarter of crosby, 
stills, nash, and young, and a generous dose of talent. 
you've got stephen stills and manassas in concert. 
their sound draws heavily from latin-based rhythms, and 
the infectious beat brought the arena floor throng boogey-
ing to their feet. drummer dallas taylor provided a steady 
beat, with imaginative touches from joe lala on congas 
and timbales, and paul harris at the keyboards. stills 
traded riffs with guitarist chris hillman, bassist calvin 
"fuzzy" samuels, and al perkins on steel guitar. 

homecoming/57 
o final float touches p'lus king's island characters brighten parade __ 
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"i love a parade" . .. marching bands from a" over 
the county . . . high stepping precision drill teams 
. .. floats built by campus organizations ... the 
banana splits ... majorettes in colorful costumes 
. .. the parade route crowded with people ... cold 
weather ... the smiles on children's faces . .. the 
vet's club back again ... queen candidates riding 
on the cleveland club float ... "we've only just 
begun" '" alumni came from across the country 
spirit built up before the game the ud band 
playing in the field house parking lot as the parade 
came to an end. 
, beth madden crowned queen before alumni, friends------
• ... • - it was half-time at the C football game. what the 
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score was was not im-
portant because it was 
the queen candidates 
who were the stars of the 
show . 
finally the big moment 
came. beth madden, a 
senior from columbus, 
ohio, was crowned 1972 
homecoming queen, and 
the rest of the candidates 
formed her court: karen 
campbell, jane hirz, cathy 
hock walt, chris lindsay, 
molly mccarthy, debbie 
ross, terry scheidler, lin-
da worley, and nancy 
weiss. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- homecominw61 
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u.d players 
"the importance of being ear· 
nest" 
directed by lawrence selka 
written by oscar wilde 
john ernest worthing . john fullenkamp 
gwendolen fairfax . paula killian 
algernon moncrieff . kenneth mako 
cecily cardew . b.j. kelly 
lady bracknell .. mary kessler 
miss prism ... susan rupert 

_______ ------------------------u.d players/69 
u.d. players 
"the adding machine" 
directed by michael pedretti 
written by elmer rice 
mr. zero 
mrs. zero 
miss daisy devore 
tim langley 
susan rupert 
kathy fear 
, .theserpent--------------------------------------------
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u.d players 
"the serpent" 
directed by michael pedretti 
gary pritchett 
denny burger 
barry shultis 
et al .. 
_______________________________ u.d. players/71 
, dames at sea----------------------
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u.d players 
"dames at sea" 
directed by lawrence selka 
dick 
ruby 
joan 
lucky 
mona kent 
captain courageous 
harry hennesey 
.. tom fontana 
helen schmitz 
susie reindl 
eddie piepmeyer 
paula killian 
bob byrne 
joseph giglio 
students present "an evening with the arts-I ---------
an evening with the arts 
presented by university activities 
university of dayton baroque chamber ensemble 
cathleen crabbe . violin 
margaret kapp ... .. ... . . .. . harpsichord 
wolfgang kapp ......... . .. cortholt 
kathleen kill flute 
michael wolterman .. ...... . . cello 
laura beavers . modern dance 
claire boge .. pianist 
carolyn faust harpist 
ron jackson . . . . . . . . . poet 
christine klenk ... pianist 
james lees . . . . ... pianist 
h.w. martin ... poet 
pamela moore ..... modern dance 
richard f. schwarze . . . pianist 

t novelist captivates ud audience--------------
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norman mailer, caustic guardian of irreduci-
ble political and social logic, fondled his 
newest intellectual infant before a capacity 
crowd of over 800. mailer's ,latest brain-child-
ren is the fifth estate, a group of critical 
thinkers who would investigate and amass 
a body of knowledge about conspiracies. 
mailer also spoke on the loss of an american 
identity among americans. "the delicate colli-
sion of the charm of the american identity 
with the european one in the work of henry 
james is a demonstration of an identity in 
our past. in the 60's . .. the image of reality 
was in a total lack of reality." 

~----------------------------------------------------------whiterootsofpeace/79 
"white roots of peace," a group of ten 
north american indians, shared their cul-
ture by recreating one of their town 
meetings and visiting on campus in de-
cember. the indians held a "long house" 
meeting in the ballroom to explain their 
prayers, songs and dances. they beat 
out traditional' dances on rattles and 
drums and there was an exhibit in the 
kennedy union art gallery. in an after-
noon rap session in marycrest, the in-
dians aired their views on the exploita-
tion and pollution of the earth by tech-
nology. rahohes, a mowhawk, left u.d. 
with this thought: "first recognize we 
are brothers and sisters of creation, and 
put our minds together as one." 
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there 's something sepcial about the christmas season. in 
the minds of adults it's a hectic time filled with last 
minute shopping, visits from relatives and lots of excedrin 
headaches. for the elderly it is a time to reminisce, 
enjoy the company of family, sometimes even to suffer 
the pains of aloneness. but the real magic of christmas 
lies in the eyes of children; gaping at mountains of toys, 
talking to santa, wishing on dreams for christmas morn-
ing. 
these moods and many more were present on the eighth 
of december when ud shared the spirit of christmas with 
one thousand children and senior citizens from the city 
ofd 
christmas/8! 
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university art series 
oxford cambridge shakespeare company 
directed by elijah moshinsky 
touchstone mel smith 
orlando 
rosalind 
celia 
jacques 
. . david snodin 
rosie kerslake 
sophie cox 
brian gilbert 
-; da,ncingin the moonlight 
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a victory for women - we finally got 
to ask them out "may i light 
your cigarette, bob?" snap pro· 
vided the music "let me open 
the door for you, al." the girls 
provided the booze "wait, i'li 
help you with your coat, billy." 
danny brabender of chi sigma alpha 
was crowned king 'i'li fix you a 
drink, tom." there were no funny 
hats this year - maybe we should 
bring that back ... "how about a date 
tomorrow night, 'ric1k?" 
___________________________________________________________________ turnabouV87 
a winter wonderland .... -111!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11----------------
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how many times have you told your parents it never 
snows in dayton? boy, did you get a surprise on decem-
ber 15th! boy, did your parents get a surprise when they 
drove in to pick you up for christmas vacation! and boy, 
were you surprised to find that all planes had been 
grounded at dayton's airport - and they stayed that 
way for three days. 
"i've never seen so much snow in the four years i've 
been here." "let's go pl,ay in it. i want to build a 
snowman." . "beautiful, sh'it!" i have to drive to jersey 
in it." "i wish it would stay until we get back." but 
it didn't, and it never really came again. but for those 
few hours we were children again, and we loved it. 
G to teach the best possi,ble way ---------------
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in february u.d. held its first in-service 
workshop for its faculty and administrat-
ors. it gave everyone who attended a 
chance to catch-up on new theories, tech-
niques and equipment now being used 
around the country. it was a successful 
workshop and it hopefully will be the base 
for other meetings like it . 
the workshop opened with an address by 
mr. james nesmith, the assistant provost. 
he proposed "that the faculty decide that 
its vision of the distinctive mission of the 
university of dayton is that of teaching" 
and he challenged them to explore the pos-
sibilities. "let us find a suitable expression 
for our own distinctive mission and set 
out course." this has probably always been 
ud's vision of itself, but it will also be its 
best hope for the futUf"e - to teach the 
best possible way. 
~ ______________________________ faculty seminar/91 
matthew kennedy, director 
ann gamble kennedy, accompanist 
the singers: 
eddie boatwright 
jerome bradford 
ronald campbell 
sherry dukes 
hansel fuller 
anita gathing 
debra hisbon 
lowri howard 
carol e. martin 
oral moses 
joseph overstreet 
cheryl pitts 
brenda rucker 
joy smith 
wakothomas 
anthony wells 
renee williams 
allen wright 
------------------------------fisk jubilee singers/93 
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a relatively new and growing 
sport at ud is ice hockey. last 
season, before home crowds of 
three to four hundred, the icers 
compiled a 6-9 record against 
some pretty strong defensive op· 
ponents. denny hogan led the 
team in scoring, and on two oc· 
casions against miami(o), the 
offense scored over 20 goals. 
john hart, fro nicola round out Iprogram------------
father john j. nicola, called "the country's foremost 
expert on exorcism", captivated over 1000 interested 
people on the subject, "the phenomena of satan". 
he is currently acting as technical consultant to 
the movies version of the current bestselling novel, 
"the exorcist", a horrifying tale of a child's demonia· 
cal possession. 
______________________________ --------------__________ ---------speake~/97 
john hart, cbs news commentator, held an informal 
rap session with students and faculty members 
discussing the possibility of future government 
censorship, hart said, "i'm not scared about the 
censorship, but i'm disturbed about the mentality 
of the leadership of the country that would create 
such distrust. what really disturbs me is that people 
have nowhere to go for reliable information." in 
another vain, hart dismissed the infallibility of 
reporters and commentators. "journalists often 
too easily quote police sources," said hart, "i'm 
against advocacy journalism in any form. a report-
er should try to remain objective so that the public 
will have some source of reasonable information." 
Q ,new outlooks surpass old traditions-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-----------
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the women's center here 
at the university of day-
ton was instituted under 
the office of the assistant 
provost office. their goal 
is to improve the status 
of women on campus, 
and to create an atmos-
phere in which women 
are united and concern-
ed with each other. the 
center is for all women 
(students, faculty and 
staff) and any men inter-
ested in helping. 
___ !!!!!!!!!!~ _______________ -----------women's center/99 
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a basic premise stated by many groups and individuals 
is a world without war. it is essential to create structures 
throughout our society firmly rooted in the belief of the 
feasibility and necessity of peace. 
the peace studies institute has attempted to educat 
people in this realization. working from a base of innova-
tive education, the institute has implemented courses, 
workshops and seminars encompassing three concerns: 
conflict resolution, world development and educating for 
peace. 
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project interface had four purposes for the 
1972-73 academic year. interface strived to 
provide students with new types of educatonal 
alternatives; to provide businessmen and 
other members of the community with oppor-
tunities for interaction with young people; 
to provide a mechanism to bring together 
the talents and energies of students, faculty, 
and businessmen to impact on social prob-
lems; to insure that the processes and con-
cepts of "interfacing" are ongoing in the day-
ton area . 
I 
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= flyers salvage 13·13 season---------------
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when the buzzer finally sounded at the end of the season 
finale against xavier, it ended one of the flyers longest 
season's in quite sometime. it was to be a season of 
greatness, of a post season tournament, but it ended 
in mediocrity with a 13-13 record. 
as coach donoher recapped it, "our season has both 
it's good moments and it's bad." this may be true but 
as dono her later emphasized, "we had our moments but 
not enough of them." there were some shining moments 
especially with a young man named donald smith, who 
often times delighted the crowd with an array of diffi-
cult shots. his inidividual effort of 52 points at chicago 
set both arena, personal and school marks. 

~ ___ III!I!I!I!I!I!!!1!!!!!!!111---------____________ basketball/107 
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. C prospective freshmen attend in-ovation weekend -~------
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the staff members manning open houses in every 
university department and school ate the food them-
selves. it was a beautiful weekend, with many interest-
ing and entertaining things planned. but there was 
just too little notice given and too little time to 
plan to attend and respond to the letters which 
were sent out. if it is tried again, the planners have 
a year's experience behind them, and they know 
how to correct their mistakes. 
in-ovation/Ill 
~ 5000 students involved in 40 activities-----------
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crud + ud students + concern---------
the concept of man's relationship with his 
environment was the basic notion behind the 
e-college-e program sponsored by university 
activities. "awareness of the problem, help 
and student involvement are the main ingre-
dients", said program coordinator mike mur-
phy. not only was the program designed to 
appreciate environmental concerns, but also 
as a fund raising activity for family tree. 
______________________________________________ ------______ erologyatud/117 
they came from all parts these were 
the big time gamblers from way back 
who would be the big winner when it was 
over that question would be answered 
when lady luck paid her annual visit to 
the casino night the stakes were high 
and the courage was weak the dice 
rolled and the cards were dealt the 
roulette wheel was always in motion 
the winners laughed and joked the 
losers wept the good times were once 
again rolling the hour grew late and 
only the winners were around when it 
was over casino night was nearing its 
conclusion a conclusion that had 
brought the fun and atmosphere of a real 
live monte carlo to u.d. 

G student government presents spring concert---------
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_________________________________ Ioggins & messina/121 
kenny loggins "house at pooh corner" 
song" "lady of my heart" jim messina 
holiday" "holiday hote'!' , "angry eyes" 
to georgia" "peace of mind" "vahevala" 
"danny's 
"dixie 
"back 
wed-
nesday, march 14 "your mama don't dance" 
jim croce "operator" "you don't mess around 
with jim" "if you haven't been out on saturday night" 
. tender, soothing, pounding, roaring, glorious. 
university art series 
dayton civic ballet company 
"dulce et decorum est pro patria 
more" jeff gribler 
"grand pas espangnol" gloria bailen, 
paul koverman 
"dance overture" . . paul koverman, 
demetri kilavos, pamela moore, 
grant mcdaniel, earl roosa. 
--!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!------------------------dayton civic ballet/123 
I bad weather stifles irish celebrations 
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saturday, march 17, 1973 rain and more rain 
block party on kiefaber .. . things started moving on 
friday morning remember the year it snowed? 
green beer everywhere shamrocks and shillelaghs 
everyone's irish one day of the year o'brien, 
o'donnald, o'malley, o'connor, o'rourke, o'springowsky 
.. o'springowsky??? 
-------------------------------- st. patrick's dayj125 
.a= week of festivities climaxed with ball -------~---­
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who can forget greek week all 
those greek-type activites the lus-
cious, leggy contestants of the hot 
pants contest the basketball 
championship in the arena the 
daring rho 500 with more spills and 
chills than the indy one and of 
course all' those kegs of beer. 
~ spring concert brings oldies·----------------
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the cherubic harmonies, the simple 
melodious compositions, the hedonis-
tic lyrics extolling the glories of '60's 
teenage lifestyle were all there just 
as young and innocent as that day 
long ago when they first bombarded 
the airwaves. the voices of the beach 
boys, although a mite crusted with 
age, are still as resplendent and gold-
en as ever. the addition of their new 
members gives their performance of 
the "oldies" freshness and vitality. 
those who clamored, cajoled, and 
pleaded for their favorite songs were 
not disappointed as the beach boys 
sang "surfin"', "help me, rhonda," 
"do it again," "i get around," "good 
vibrations," "fun, fun, fun," and 
"sloop john b." 
__________________________ beach boys/129 
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university art series 
the guarneri string quartet 
arnold steinhardt, violin 
john dalley, violin 
michael tree, viola 
david soyer, cello 

-= on space---------------------
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a time to be serious--------------------
a catholic university should have catho-
lic activities. and ud does. through the 
office of campus ministry, led by fro tom 
stanley, we know that this is a catholic 
institution. to all the religious of our 
college, we say "thank you" for all you 
do for us. you are appreciated. 
______________________________ campus ministry/135 
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~apathy epidemic lingers at u.d.--------------
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;*, .. Iit~l!j]rtbl" prayer of administra 0 much more the .. 
.,~ .... : .at; '_~.iit nile of the day as the ... ,.. sought few service 
~~.~~ • .,_td polls, cast ballots, , or saw a psycho-
. ·.IFJl .... ~ .... · cry, and the privacy personal life" became 
. .... ~.'4W_~·. lJOPle hidden within ncerns, who joined 
biilmllllan during non-class hours 
udents, having shaken 
nd enjoy what was accom-
ization and new 
caught up 
~!JOI1e for them-
y ostalgia, return to the pea_"_"II',-.J!S"'" the fun·loving years. 
ing Innovation and solid fou Upon which to re-build 
new; esh Ideas to the old ones. an symptom was a demand 
._DrilIC~tion of dent as person. t may be nothing new under 
the sun, there are atwa better weys, creative ways of re-d· or re-creating nd this must 
be recogniZed 8nd brought In to the.". 
the year ends with new tacti new Inues new and different leaden. the chatl@.qle new, as it was 
in the past, is objectivity. wtlo are friends. enemies, uncommitted? who will help whO will hold us 
back? most important, ho acuity, administrators and students deal with of. these questions. 
students, knowing more abOut wbat they .. looking for seek meaningful ex to round out 
their education and the c sll'DOm noteS. faculty, administrat ion, as well as fellow tudents, have 
the responsibility to Offer eip8rfences as well as offer a variety of leamlnl methods and must 
offer the right servJce at the r.lgh,t time 
feeling the pulse of the canwpus ha never been an easy job, end never more 10 than this year, 
during the reign Of apathy the yean ehead must greater effort at feetlng the ~tse , not from 
outside but from within. 'feetlng Is first," in the words of •• cum ........ , and because of that we, 
thIS college campul, used the year to find our true feelings. 
- john vicidomine 
university activities 
----------~ .............................. ~ ......................... ---
c 1203 fill arena on april 21, 1973-------------
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C ceremony climaxes four years of work------------
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like an infant's first step, graduates 
step into the "real-world, the system, 
the establishment." four years devel-
oping, fulfilling, challenging to em-
bark on a new life. to some graduation 
is a ,necessary end to friendship and 
good times, to most it is a time to 
cherish and recall that past, develop-
ing those as a future. yes, graduation 
is kind of scary. four years of hard 
work is probably a misnomer, but four 
years of an experience .... ? 
_____________________________________________________________ g~duat~n/141 
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rev. charles lees 
provost 
james n. nesmith 
assistant provost 
rev. george barret 
vice-president 
university relations 
thomas frericks • director 
elwood zimmer • director of develop-
ment 
john steinbruiggi • corporate rela-
tions 
charles tarzinski • federal programs 
fr_ john harrington • director of 
public relations 
mary shay. alumni 
dee mcanespie • alumni 
joseph mclaughlin • information ser-
vice 
james pfaum • dept. publications 
james hoover • admissions and fi-
nancial aid 
bro. ralph mravintz • admissions 
-------------------------------------faculty/147 
student services 
margaret holland - dean of students 
francis kenny - associate dean of 
students 
thomas anderson - ass't dean, resi-
dence life 
mary sue thomas - ass't dean, dis-
cipline and judiciaries 
richard mccauley - ass't dean, orien-
tation, frats & sororities 
ellie kurtz - university activities 
clyde wisch - housing 
ed melhuish - housing 
margaret holland 
dean of students 
college of 
arts and sciences 
bro. leonard mann. dean 
dr. rocco donatelli • associate dean 
richard peterson • assistant dean 
ann granklin • assistant dean 
sr. ellen murphy. assistant dean 
dr. george noland • biology 
george biersack • communication 
arts 
bro. thomas schoen • computer 
science 
dr. john rapp • economics 
dr. bernard bedard • geology 
george springer. geology 
dr. leroy eid • history 
mrs. betty schroeder • home eco· 
nomics 
dr. gordon neugang • languages 
bro. harold mushenheim • mathe. 
matics 
Itc. edward effertz • military science 
patrick gilvary • performing & visual 
arts 
dr. richard baker. philosophy 
dr. joseph kepes • physics 
dr. antonio lapitan • political science 
joseph rosa • psychology 
rev. john dickson. sociology 
rev. matthew kohmescher • theologi. 
cal studies 
__________________________________ faculty/149 
school of business 
william hoben • dean 
joseph updyke. assistant dean 
dr. arthur holt • business manage-
ment 
edward rodgers. accounting 
mrs. velma miller. exec. sec. studies 
harry murphy. marketing 
john rapp • economics 
school of education 
dr. ellis joseph. acting dean 
joseph white. assistant dean 
dr. eugene moulin • counselor ed. 
dr. simon chavez. elmentaryed. 
dr. audrey bourgeous • foundations 
afed. 
james lavanche • hpe 
dr. john o'donnell • school admini-
stration 
robert kriegbaum • secondaryed. 
school of engineering 
dr. david kraft. dean 
james mcgraw. associate dean 
dr. richard horvedel • assistant dean 
dr. jay pinson. associate dean 
dr. michael bobal • chemical engi-
neering 
g. william lawless • chemical techno-
logy 
s. james ryckman • civil engineering 
dr. bernhard schmidt • electrical 
engineering 
richard hazen. electronic engr. 
technology 
dr. merle schmid • industrial engi-
neering 
raymond puckett • industrial engi-
neering technology 
dr. howard smith • mechanical engi-
neering 
jesse wilder • mechanical engineer-
ing technology 
business manager 
bro. joseph mervar • business man-
ager 
robert rotterman • asst. business 
manager 
gerald vonderbrink • comptroller 
thomas weckesser. asst. comptroller 
jo seph garcia • budget 
john shiner • bursar 
bro. james kline. purchasing agent 
raymond clemens • asst. purchasing 
agent 
-------------------------------- faculty/151 
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joseph abbinante • rockwell 
center, n.y .• physical 
education. 
michael abinante. rockwell 
center, n.y .• accounting. 
ronald abels • coldwater • 
mechanical engineering tech· 
nology. 
patricia adams. bethesda, md . 
• communication arts. 
kathleen agnello • erie, pa . • 
elementary education. 
janice ahern. akron. 
political science. 
mary albright • chillicothe • 
english. 
mary alcott. ridgewood, n.j . 
• social work. 
al-dossary essa • arabia. 
electrical engineering. 
janet allen. indianapolis, indo 
• social work. 
martha althoff .• columbus. 
psychology. 
diane aman • dayton. 
social work. 
janis amatulli • douglaston, 
n.y .• physical education. 
richard amruso. kings park, 
n.y .• electircal engineering 
technology. 
ann antlfinger. avon lake. 
biology. 
jo ann anzur. willow grove, 
pa .• chemistry. 
katherine arata. media, pa .• 
social work. 
diana armstrong. greenville. 
chemistry. 
gaynedd armstrong. kettering 
·economics. 
michael armstrong. pennsau-
ken, n.j .• psychology. 
seniors/153 
michelle ashe. philadelphia, pa 
• physical education. 
joseph avolio. new york, n.y .• 
history. 
w. wm. backus. cincinnati. 
political science. 
paul bajorek. seven hills. 
mathematics. 
virginia baker. mt. prospect, ill . 
• elementary education. 
susan balaam. pennington, n.j . 
• accounting. 
george bandle. buffalo, n.y .• 
economics. 
paul bankovich • alliance. 
chemistry. 
margaret barniea. london, 
england. history. 
marilyn baron. dayton. 
elementary education. 
vincent barrett. downers grove, 
ill . • political science. 
peter bauman • little rock, ark . 
• political science. 
gary baun • grosse point, 
mich .• history. 
margaret beadle. norwalk, 
conn .• elementary education. 
lynne beck. pittsburgh, pa .• 
marketing. 
marilyn beck. birmingham, 
mich • computer science. 
marta beckman. dayton. 
psychology. 
mark bednar. pepper pike. 
mechanical engineering. 
susan bednar. bridgeville, pa . 
• elementary education. 
joseph belle. bronx, n.y .• 
physical education. 
peter bender. independence 
• general studies. 
deborah benedict. ramsey, n.j . 
• elementary education. 
rosemary bennett. euclid. 
journalism. 
karl bernal. painesville. 
chemical engineering 
technology. 
anne berry. erie, pa .• 
home economics. 
roxanne betz. dayton. 
music education. 
marlene bevacqua • east bruns· 
wick, n.j .• computer science. 
sandra bialosky. cleveland. 
journalism. 
paul beigler. belleville, ill .• 
biology. 
rebecca biga • dayton • 
home economics. 
donna bishop. louisville. 
psychology. 
peter bisula • villas, n.j .• 
political science. 
john bitter. cincinnati. 
business management. 
donna marie bitzko • centerville 
• latin. 
peter black. new rochester, n.y . 
• pre-law. 
richard black. man hassett, n.y . 
• psychology. 
mary blasi. bellmore, n.y .• 
accounting. 
anthony blizniak. west seneca, 
n.y .• computer science. 
bonnie bloden • chicago, ill .• 
social work. 
lorraine blose. green brook, n.j . 
• psychology. 
seniors/I55 
diana bollinger. dayton. 
elementary education. 
kenneth bonder. dayton. 
fine arts. 
lawrence bonelli. wildwood 
crest, n.j .• physical education. 
phHlp boechert. brecksville. 
accounting. 
joseph bonlakowskl. green 
brook, n.j .• business manage-
ment. 
robert borderdlng. dayton. 
physical education. 
kenneth bossart. canton. 
accounting. 
joanne bouffard • glen rock, n.j . 
• english. 
patrick boyle. dunellen, n.j .• 
english. 
judy bra bender • erie, pa .• 
secretarial studies. 
lawrence blum. cincinnati. 
business management. 
joan blume. chicago, III .• 
eleme~tary education. 
annette bobby. pittsburgh. pa . • 
annette bobby. pittsburgh. pa . 
• personnel management. 
maryanne boerger. oregonia. 
elementary education. 
sally boettcher • fairborn. 
secretarial. 
claire boge • dayton. 
music. 
judy bognaski. syracuse, n.y . • 
journalism. 
robert boig. east brunswick. 
n.j .• mechanical engineering 
technology. 
margaret bokermann. overland 
park. kan .• spanish. 
aileen bolkcom • point lookout. 
n.y .• elementary education. 
rene brabender. erie, pa. 
chemical engineering. 
susan bracken. rocky river. 
journalism. 
thomas brailey. massapequa 
park, n.y .• economics. 
robert brannigan • kinnelon, n.j . 
• business management. 
paul brennan. yorktown 
heights, n.y .• business manage-
ment. 
james brickweg. cincinnati. 
accounting. 
mary brinnon. urbana. 
art/physical education. 
robert brodbeck • cincinnati. 
general studies. 
patricia broderick. pittsburgh, 
pa .• elementary education. 
james broering. versailles • 
accounting. 
david browe. cincinnati. 
psychology. 
m. carole brown. dayton. 
elementary education. 
jane brown. rochester, n.y .• 
psychology. 
kathleen brown. cleveland. 
elementary education. 
elizabeth bruder. cincinnati. 
english. 
john bruewer. fairfield. 
american studies. 
linda brunhofer. river edge, n.j . 
• home economics. 
kathleen brunn er. hamilton. 
elementary education. 
joseph bryan. east orange, n.j . 
• biology. 
donna buchheit. cincinnati. 
elementary education. 
~------------------------------------------------------------------"'S~ior~157 
michael buddie • rocky river. 
business management. 
kathleen burk • cincinnati. 
elementary education. 
kathleen burke. cleveland. 
home economics. 
michael burke. oakland, n.j . • 
psychology. 
paul burkhardt. dayton. 
marketing. 
jerome byrne. wayne. 
journalism. 
randy byrnes • york, pa .• 
psychology. 
thomas byers. indianapolis, 
ind .• political science. 
helen cahill. chicago, ill.. 
art education. 
mary cain. pittsburgh, pa . • 
english. 
mariann callahan. sommerville, 
n.j .• art education. 
daniel cammaroto. amityville, 
n.y . • english. 
karen campbell. columbus, indo 
• political science. 
ed campobenedetto • cleveland 
• chemical engineering. 
nancy cancelmo • devon, pa . • 
psychology. 
karen cannon. painesville. 
physical education. 
rosemary caparose. pittsburgh, 
pa .• communication arts. 
arlene carey. springvalley, n.y. 
• elementary education. 
christianne carmola. south 
bend, indo • history. 
waldo f . carmona. brooklyn, 
n.y .• electrical engineering. 
edward carroll. hatboro, pa .• 
electrical engineering. 
christopher carrow. godfrey 
ill .• pre-med. 
turner carson. dayton. 
pre·med. 
edward carter. east meadow, 
n.y .• political science. 
thomas cash • lynbrook, n.y .• 
mechanical engineering 
technology. 
daniel castleforte. pittsburgh, 
pa .• mathematics. 
jane castrop. columbus. 
biology. 
julia catagnus. king of prussia, 
pa .• social work. 
elizabeth caveney. hinsdale, ill . 
• secondary education. 
vincent chase. haddonfield, n.j . 
• general studies. 
peggy chavez. kettering. 
home economics. education. 
robert cherichella. forest hills, 
n.y .• marketing. 
leah a. chicken. lodi, n.j .• 
elementary education. 
tonja chiles. new bremen. 
medical technology. 
terry chock. pittsburgh, pa .• 
english. 
irene christofi • dayton. 
secondary education. 
deborah chrzanowski. cleveland 
• communication arts. 
russell ciambrone. niagra falls, 
n.y .• mechanical engineering 
technology. 
vincent j. ciuffo. colonia, n.j .• 
history. 
maryette clancy. upper saddle 
river, n.j .• physical education. 
seniors/159 
colleen clark. mclean, va .• 
home economics. 
jane clark. rich mond, indo • 
psychology. 
charles j. clarkson. appleton, 
wisc .• chemical engineering 
tech nology/ chemistry. 
patricia clifford. paramus, n.j . 
• political science. 
patricia cline. bloomfield hills, 
mich .• secondary education. 
james m., clougherty. allison 
park, pa .• mechanical engi-
neering technology. 
diane coffey. dayton. 
elementary education. 
marianne colligan. pittsburgh, 
pa .• home economics. 
marilyn collins. parma heights 
• pre-med. 
timothy collins. endwell, n.y .• 
communication arts. 
kathleen comer. salem. 
medical technology. 
michael comer. vandalia. 
psychology. 
carol e. condon. englishtown, 
n.j .• business management. 
carol m. condon. birmingham, 
michigan. mathematics. 
marianne e. connelie. white-
stone, n.y .• secondary education. 
kevin connolly • centerport, n.y. 
• marketing. 
thomas m. conroy. parma 
heights. biology. 
thomas m. conway. pittsburgh, 
pa . • economics. 
robert 1. corrado. elmont, n.y. 
• business management. 
ann corrigan . wyckoff, n.j .• 
psychology. 
james p. dady. rochester, n.y . 
• english. 
robert o. dambach • whippany, 
n.y. communication arts. 
craig e. damm • south euclid 
• electrical engineering. 
david danford • hudson. 
chemical engineering. 
william r. danford • mentor. 
electrical engineering 
technology. 
dennis j. dascenzo. yardley, 
pa .• accounting. 
donna davi. cherry hill, n.j .• 
elementary education. 
donna davis. pioneer. 
marketing. 
robert e. davis. pioneer. 
marketing. 
tony j. decarlo • hasbrouck 
heights, n.j .• general studies. 
brian corrigan. cleveland. 
electrical engineering. 
patrice corrigan. cleveland. 
physical education. 
angela j. cosentino. willow 
grove, pa .• political science. 
adolph j. costello. canons-
burg, pa ... marketing. 
elizabeth a. cottingham. massa-
pequa, n.y .• english. 
shirley a. cox. centerville. 
law enforcement. 
david cramer. kettering. 
physical education. 
thomas s. cummiskey. may-
wood, n.j .• accounting. 
joseph g. curotto • st. louis, mo . 
• psychology. 
brian j. czaplicki. milan. 
secondary education. 
seniors/I61 
eugene e. dechant. avon. 
general studies. 
joseph t. defendis • rochester, 
n.y .• civil engineering. 
gail p. delap. point pleasant, 
n.j .• biology. 
donna m. deluca • haverford, 
pa .• social work. 
susan I. dembeck • pittsburgh, 
pa .• elementary education. 
mary c. dempsey. cleveland 
heights. art education. 
marietta f. denicolo. scotch 
plains, n.j .• elementary 
education. 
kathleen r. depalma. cleveland 
heights. psychology. 
ann m. destefano. rahway, n.j . 
• communication arts. 
randal dias. garwood, n.j .• 
mechanical engineering. 
david h. dickson. kettering. 
secondary education. 
patricia m. dieden • wilmette, 
ill. marketing. 
sharon I. diener. dayton. 
elementary education. 
paul n. dietrich. euclid. 
political science. 
kenneth r. digregorio. pennsau-
ken, n.j .• marketing. 
frank e. dinoia. ridgewood, n.j . 
• communication arts. 
diane dipasquale. dayton. 
elementary education. 
lenny dipisa • hasbouck heights, 
n.j .• biology. 
james f. dobos. cleveland. 
electrical engineering. 
jean doheny • bay village. 
elementary education. 
mary donahue. cleveland. 
philosophy/english. 
donnelly. 
thomas donnelly. massapequa, 
n.y .• social work. 
sue a. donoghue. river forest, 
ill .• comprehensive english. 
eileen f. doran. manhasset, n.y . 
• elementary education. 
susan c. dorogoff. brooklyn, 
n.y .• psychology. 
john p. dougherty. ocean city, 
n.j .• economics. 
mary jane downie. fairfield. 
secondary education. 
james g. doyle. dallas, texas. 
computer science. 
marybeth drew. indianapolis, 
ind .• home economics. 
colleen a. driscoll. upper st. 
clair, pa .• communication arts. 
john w. driscoll. middletown, 
n.j .• economics. 
mary beth droste.louisville, kyo 
• home economics. 
patrick drouhard • loudonville. 
secondary education. 
patricia I. drudy • pittsburgh, pa. 
• elementary education. 
marie a. drumm • chicago. 
sociology. 
jean I. dudgeon. sidney. 
home economics. 
bernard j. duffy. audubon, n.j. 
• business management. 
david a. dugovics • cleveland. 
psychology . 
kristine dunham. wadsworth. 
biology. 
seniors/163 
john b. dunn. poughkeepsie, 
n.y .• political science. 
ronald j. duych • bridgeport, 
conn .• political science. 
barbara a. dvorsky. columbus 
• elementary education. 
raymond j. p. dysas. kettering 
• pre-med. 
lenor eaton. kettering. 
elementary education. 
kenneth b. ebert. carteret, n.j. 
• business management. 
clifford d. eddy. chatham, n.j. 
• marketing. 
patricia j. edwards. homewood, 
ill .• elementary education. 
kathleen m. egan • louisville, kyo 
• dietetics. 
richard t. egan. massapequa 
park, n.y .• marketing. 
mary k. egart. park ridge, ill. 
• general studies. 
christian m. ehehalt • york, pa .• 
marketing. 
debra j. eifert • dayton. 
elementary education. 
robert h. einhorn • bricktown, 
n.j .• physical education. 
robert eiterman • sydney. 
mechanical engineering. 
paul f. eitmant. worth, ill . • 
electrical engineering. 
teresa e. elklng. chickasaw. 
claudia j. elwell. toledo. 
communication arts. 
robert w. england • louisville, 
kyo • engineering technology. 
david enneking. minster. 
secondary education. 
sister maala feldman. 
cincinnati. accounting. 
richard t. ferguson. cincinnati 
• english. 
albert n. ferrari, Jr .• cherry hill, 
n.i .• biology. 
gabriel ferraro, ir .• blackwood, 
n.i .• business management. 
marion v. ferrick. columbus 
• medical technology. 
felix i. ferri·se. charleston, w. 
va . • industrial & systems 
engineering. 
andrew I. fescoe. new provi-
dence, n.j .• accounting. 
therese m. finnegan. cranford, 
n.j .• general studies. 
eugene j. fiocchi. vineland, n.j . 
• marketing. 
william fischer. dayton. 
political science. 
vi m. ernst. dayton. 
elementary education. 
richard h. ervin. dayton. 
music education. 
russell n. esposito. minouk, ill. 
• business management. 
mindy m. farasey. cincinnati 
• english. 
william I. farrell. rochester, n.y 
• political science. 
mary I. faso. erie, pa .• 
elementary education. 
karen I. fassler. ft. thomas, kyo 
• elementary education. 
millaro c. faulkner. dayton. 
civil engineering. 
sharon e. federbush. yonkers, 
n.y . • elementary education. 
nancy federspiel. warren. 
chemistry. 
seniors/I65 
kathleen m. fisk • cincinnati • 
medical techonolgy. 
brady c. fister. poughkeepsie, 
n.y .• physical education. 
kathy a. fitzgerald. naples, fla . 
• elementary education. 
mary a. fitzgerald. westlake. 
home economics. 
michael a. fitzpatric • cincinnati 
• music education. 
debbie flannagan • indianap-
olis, indo • secondary education. 
mark j. fleming. louisville, kyo 
• pre-med. 
richard c. flischel. cincinnati 
• mathematics. 
betty j. floyd. dayton. 
sociology. 
shelley margaret foerstner • 
lakewood. psychology. 
catherine e. fogarty. hender-
sonville, n.c .• american studies. 
mary janetfogelsong. ann 
arbor, mich .• political science. 
john k. foley. dayton. 
mathematics. 
thomas e. fons • milwaukee, 
wisc .• speech education 
brian I. forik. alpha, n.j .• 
elementary education. 
james f. foy. aliquippa, pa. 
• marketing. 
margaret m. foy • wauwatosa, 
wisc .• social work. 
elaine m. frierott. minster. 
communicamtion arts. 
jaon fuhry • cleveland. 
anthropology. 
gerardo fuschetto • new 
rochelle, n.y .• electrical 
engineering. 
carol a. gabriel. ocean view, n.j . 
• psychology. 
charles p. gabrill. 
phoenixville, pa .• 
mathematics. 
mary povlinski gaedcke. 
dayton. russian .. 
walter k. gaedcke. dayton. 
industrial engineering techno· 
logy. 
robert g. gahm • louisville, kyo 
• business management. 
bridget r. gallagher. manhasset, 
n.y .• english. 
william j. gallagher. columbus 
• fine arts. 
david c. galli • rosemont, pa . 
• french/italian. 
mary jo gallico • kettering • 
psychology. 
vincent I. galterio • new rochelle, 
n.y .• marketing. 
marty gareau • westlake. 
marketing. 
janet m. gariano. bogota, n.j . 
• chemistry. 
elizabeth s. gavin. morristown, 
n.j .• secondary education. 
michael a. geglia. watertown, 
n.y .• mathematics. 
geoffrey j. georgy • cleveland 
• business management. 
frank geraci. rochester, n.y . 
• political science. 
james a. geralds. dayton. 
electrical engineering 
technology. 
carol a. german. ottawa. 
mathematics. 
nancie m. gerres • westwood, 
n.j .• psychology. 
william j. ghory • dayton. 
civil engineering. 
seniors/167 
ann m. goeke. princeton, n.j . 
• secondary education. 
susan j. goetz. cincinnati .• 
biology. 
ronald p. golobish • mayfield 
village. accounting. 
jon I. gomey • elyria. 
computer science. 
jean a. grassini • 
elementary education. 
marie I. grausso. huntington, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
patricia a. greger. dayton • 
elementary education. 
richard w. grim. seaford, n.y .• 
civil engineering. 
sharon I. groh • cincinnati. 
dietetics. 
jane m. grote. norwood. 
political science. 
richard a. giebel. bethesda, 
md .• english. 
joseph m. giglio. bellmawr, 
n.j . • chemistry. 
carol gillespie. birmingham, 
mich .• home economics. 
sean e. gilvary • kettering. 
communication arts. 
sharon I. glass meyer • 
cincinnati. psychology. 
karen I. gleisinger. centerville 
• social work. 
john j. glennon • st. louis, mo. 
• economics. 
christine j. gockman. ever-
green park, ill.. psychology. 
nancy godecker • louisville, kyo 
• elementary education. 
edmund r. goedert. river forest, 
ill. • psychology. 
nancy j. gump. mentor· 
computer science. 
michael p. gunn • abington, pa . 
• business management. 
robert a. haag'. rochester, n.y . 
• civil engineering. 
james j. hackl. park ridge, ill . 
• psychology. 
edward j. hainrihar. cleveland 
• civil engineering. 
nellie h. hainrihar. cleveland. 
english. 
john j. hake. st. louis, mo . 
• accounting. 
linda halas • cleveland. 
elementary education. 
joseph m. halko • parma. 
commllnication arts. 
carol hallahan • cleveland. 
elementary education. 
robert s. hailer. dayton. 
business management. 
colette hambrook • oak park, 
ill .• mathematics. 
virginia tate hamilton. new 
carrollton, md . • medical 
technology. 
victoria s. hammer. massillon 
• elementary education. 
william p. hanje. northfield. 
mechanical engineering 
technology. 
eileen b. hanley. n. syracuse, 
n.y .• home economics. 
william j. hanley. n. syracuse, 
n.y .• physical education. 
john w. hanlan. monroeville, 
pa .• civil engineering. 
thomas p. hanlon. monroeville, 
pa .• accounting. 
ellen j. hannan • cleveland. 
political science. 
seniors/I69 
harris harbor. troy. 
business management. 
richard hardt. allison park, pa . 
• economics. 
lake harris. chicago, ill .• 
accounting. 
joanne has man • independence 
• fine arts. 
joan hassler. red bank, n.j .• 
elementary education. 
lawrence hastings. rochester, 
n.y .• history. 
mary hayes. morris plains, n.j . 
• psychology. 
mary m. hayes. rochester, 
n.y .• sociology. 
nancy k. hayes. flossmoor, ill . 
• english. 
deborah,a. hays • lakewood • 
mathematics. 
j. thomas head. indianapolis, 
ind .• political science. 
mark t. hoaton. springfield. 
electrical engineering 
technology . 
karen a. heilker. cincinnati. 
american studies. 
lynn heinz. parma heights. 
chemistry. 
charlie j. hen rich • mansfield 
• secondary education. 
christine a. henry. fairview 
park. american studies. 
judith henry. red bank, n.j .• 
elementary education. 
donna herbst. chattanooga, 
tenn .• mathematics. 
lawrence herrmann • west 
hempstead, n.y .• marketing. 
kenneth hervochon • haworth, 
n.j . • history. 
steven hess. springfield. 
secondary education. 
elizabeth a. heyer. clifton, n.j . 
• english/journalism. 
karen m. higgins. brook park 
• medical technology. 
barry hintz. pittsburgh, pa .• 
marketing. 
geralyn m. hirt. cincinnati. 
elementary education. 
jane hirz. bay village. 
secondary education. 
eileen hoffman. ramsey, n.j . 
• communication arts. 
mark m. hoffman. richmond 
heights. mathematics. 
david hofmann. troy, mich .• 
general studies. 
karen hogan. chevy chase, md . 
• accounting. 
margaret hoile. findlay. 
mathematics. 
lynn hojnacki • sough bend, indo 
• political science. 
joseph holden. baltimore, md . 
• physic,;. 
eric holt berg • glendale. 
fine arts. 
james honeyman • bells lake, 
n.j .• economics. 
judith hopper. pittsburgh, pa . 
• secondary education. 
marjorie hornsby. washington, 
d.c .• home economics. 
toni S. horton. dayton. 
communication arts. 
john hudepohl. ft. thomas, kyo 
• electrical engineering 
technology . 
janice hughes. brooklyn, n.y .• 
biology. 
seniors/171 
joseph imhof • toledo. 
accounting. 
john jablonski. millton, n.j .• 
political science. 
peter jacobs. carey. 
sociology. 
charles jacoby. dayton. 
political science. 
julia jagielo. dayton. 
biology. 
robert janke. coopersburg, pa . 
• history. 
stephen 1. jaye. twinsburg. 
political science. 
joseph a. jehn • centerville. 
civil engineering. 
peter jenne. louisville, ky .• 
theatre. 
thomas johns. bellfontaine. 
business management. 
james hull. dayton. 
marketing. 
kenneth hunt. westlake, cal. 
• american studies. 
steven hunt. westlake, cal .• 
american studies. 
daniel hunter. wilmington. 
psychology . 
edward hurley. pennsauken, 
n.j . • physical education. 
barbara hurray. salem. 
elementary education. 
connie hutzelman • kettering. 
secondary education. 
richard hyland • chicago, III . • 
philisophy. 
nicholas lam marino • south 
euclid. physical education. 
ruth Igel • columbus. 
dietetics. 
mary sue johnsen. akron. 
communication arts. 
deborah o. johnson. wilmette, 
ill .• elementary education. 
paula johnson. kettering. 
secretarial studies. 
william johnson. cleveland. 
biology. 
joseph johnson. wexford, pa . 
• accounting. 
anthony jones. washington, 
d.c .• pre-mecl. 
harbert jones. dayton. 
fine arts. 
william jones. pittsburgh, pa . 
• political science. 
philip joubert • marlboro, mass . 
.. accounting. 
charlotte jutte. st. mary's. 
mathematics. 
marilyn juzkiewicz. cleveland. 
journalism. 
barbara kahle • dayton. 
accounting. 
robert kahle. dayton. 
psychology. 
barba'ra kalo • lorain. 
english/communication arts. 
dennis kamowski. east orange, 
n.j .• chemical engineering. 
jeffrey kapp. fort wayne, indo 
• business management. 
paula karwoski • cleveland. 
medical technology. 
colleen kassab. pittsburgh, pa . 
• social work. 
ray kastner. nutley, n.j. • 
marketing. 
robert kasubinski. cranbury. 
n.j .• mechanical engineering 
technology. 
seniors/173 
cynthia kausch • rochester, n.y. 
• art education. 
gary kazragas. oak lawn, ill . • 
political science. 
linda keeley • cleveland. 
business education. 
vincent kehoe. rock way park, 
n.y . • psychology. 
anne keller. rochester, n.y .• 
history. 
kitty kelly. huntington, n.y . • 
social work. 
timothy kelly. glen ellyn, ill. 
• personnel management. 
karen kemp. dayton. 
communication arts. 
mary kemper. cincinnati. 
elementary education. 
robert kender. cleveland. 
computer science. 
eileen kennedy. wuckoff, n.j . • 
sociology. 
kristine kennedy. brooklyn, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
nancy kennedy. scotch plains, 
n.j .• home economics 
education. 
deborah kennelly. emerson, 
n.j .• marketing. 
kevin kenney. chambersburg, 
pa . • chemical engineering 
technology/geology . 
don kenst. pittsburgh, pa .• 
accounting. 
frank kevane. wayne, pa .• 
marketing. 
jeanne keyes. centerville. 
social work. 
alan kieffer. west lawn, pa .• 
business management. 
kathy kieswetter. middletown 
• elementary education. 
donald kikta • garfield heights 
• physics. 
catherine kill. rocky river. 
elementary education. 
kayleen kill. findlay. 
computer science. 
david kilgore. lakewood. 
marketing. 
robert kirsch • fairborn. 
mechanical engineering 
technology. 
julie kales. seymour, ind .• 
mathematics. 
deborah klein. red bank, n.j . 
• secondary education. 
jeanne klein. euclid. 
elementary education. 
michael klix • st. louis, mo .• 
chemical engineering. 
kathleen klosterman. dayton 
• home economics education. 
phyllis knight. rochester, n.y .• 
computer science. 
robert knueven • leipsic. 
marketing. 
george koenig. dayton. 
music education. 
kathleen koerner. elmhurst, ill . 
• general studies. 
paul kohlmiller. erie, pa .• 
psychology. 
kathleen korb. huntington, n.y . 
• music. 
nancy kotowski. elmhurst, ill . 
• elementary education. 
gary kowalski. bethpage, n.y . 
• biology. 
michael kramer. dayton, kyo 
• electrical engineering. 
edward kraszewski jr .• edison, 
n.j . • political science. 
seniors/175 
patrice krepling. miami, fla .• 
psychology. 
mary kretz. amityville, n.y .• 
marketing. 
mary kroger. dayton. 
elementary education. 
kenneth kroschwitz. trenton, 
n.j .• mechanical engineering. 
barbara kruger. dayton. 
general studies. 
John krumholtz. dayton. 
marketing. 
joann kuglin • overland park 
ka .• biology. 
charles kunte. dayton. 
computer science. 
kenneth kutch. trenton, n.j. • 
mechanical engineering 
technology. 
steven lackey. pittsburgh, pa. 
• psychology. 
mary lalond. sandusky. 
psychology. 
joan lamb. lakewood. 
secondary education. 
william lamb. dayton. 
marketing. 
gerald lang. columbus. 
medical technology. 
judy langley. cedar grove, n.j. 
• elementary education. 
ellen lanicca. roslyn hts. n.y. 
• english. 
fred lariccia • mentor. 
business education. 
susan larkin. bricktown, n.j .• 
psychology. 
virginia larkins. tiffin. 
elementary education. 
alice larocca • arlington, va .• 
psychology. 
joseph f.lavezza. baltimore, 
md .• political science. 
stephen lawrence. newark. 
mathematics. 
patricia e. lehnis • north benton 
• elementary education. 
louise m. lei bold • dayton. 
art education. 
donna leis. westlake. 
dietetics. 
tim b. Ie itch • south euclid . 
accounting. 
eugene p. leonard. park ridge, 
ill . • philosophy. 
peter leotta . new york, n.y .• 
business management. 
john c. lask. chicago, ill .• 
computer science. 
barbara a. lewis . north merrick, 
n.j . • elementary education. 
daniel a. lewis. germantown. 
geology. 
linda g. lewis . new lebanon. 
pre·med. 
marianne e. liberto. jenkin· 
town, pa .• psychology. 
patricia liccardi. midland park, 
n.j . • medical technology. 
barry lichtenstein. sayreville, 
n.J . • secondary education. 
jane lieberth. wadsworth • 
french. 
john liekar . canonsburg, pa .• 
political science. 
kathleen lohn • cleveland . 
elementary education. 
albert lomas. irvington, n.y .• 
mechanical engineering 
technology. 
kevin r. long. massapequa park, 
n.y . • sociology. 
seniors/177 
nancy c. long. rocky river. 
history. 
timothy lord. bowling green. 
biology. 
nancy lorenz. st. louis, mo .• 
general studies. 
karen lorenzo. meriden, conn. 
• elementary special education. 
'mary m. losh • dayton. 
elementary education. 
maryellen lowe. wilmington, 
del . • psychology. 
felice d. lutgens • roslyn heights, 
n.y .• home economics. 
clara lutz. pittsburgh, pa. 
• fine arts. 
susan macdonald. morrestown, 
n.j .• elementary education. 
suzanne macdonald. freeport, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
beth madden. columbus. 
dietetics. 
patricia madden. haddonfield, 
n.j .• elementary education. 
william d. madden. clark, n.j. 
• mathematics. 
joseph a. maguylo. morrisville, 
pa .• civil engineering. 
rebecca malloy. springfield. 
elementary education. 
robert malloy • chicago, ill .• 
marketing. 
ann m. malone. valley stream, 
n.y .• psychology. 
raymone, jr .• freeport, n.y. 
• political science. 
jane manley. independence. 
social work. 
michael manning. west carrol-
ton. mechanical engineering 
technology. 
nancy c. long. rocky river. 
history. 
timothy lord. bowling green. 
biology. 
nancy lorenz. st.louis, mo .• 
general studies. 
karen lorenzo. meriden, conn . 
• elementary special education. 
'mary m. losh • dayton. 
elementary education. 
maryellen lowe. wilmington, 
del .• psychology. 
felice d. lutgens. roslyn heights, 
n.y .• home economics. 
clara lutz. pittsburgh, pa . 
• fine arts. 
susan macdonald. morrestown, 
n.j .• elementary education. 
suzanne macdonald. freeport, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
beth madden. columbus. 
dietetics. 
patricia madden. haddonfield, 
n.j .• elementary education. 
william d. madden. clark, n.j . 
• mathematics. 
joseph a. maguylo • morrisville, 
pa .• civil engineering. 
rebecca malloy. springfield. 
elementary education. 
robert malloy. chicago, ill.. 
marketing. 
ann m. malone. valley stream, 
n.y .• psychology. 
raymone, jr .• freeport, n.y. 
• political science. 
jane manley. independence. 
social work. 
michael manning. west carrol· 
ton. mechanical engineering 
technology . 
douglas a. mccarver. plainview, 
n.y .• physical education. 
emmy mccloskey • erie, pa .• 
home economics. 
kyle mcconnell. philadelphia, 
pa .• physical education. 
francis mccooley 1\1 • palmyra, 
n.j .• business management. 
thomas mccue • canton. 
political science. 
rosemary mceermott. west-
mount, n.j . • elementary 
education. 
john mcdonald. springfield. 
accounting. 
mary m. mcfadden. silver 
spring, md .• psychology. 
maureen mcgettigan • audubon, 
n.j .• physical education. 
moira a. mcginley • west islip, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
james mcgrath. rochester, n.y . 
• business management. 
tim mcgrath. rochester, n.y .• 
industrial engineering. 
ellen mcgregor. glenview, ill . 
• elementary education. 
patricia mcguinnis. mt. pros-
pect, ill .• biology. 
becky mcintyre • louisville, ky .• 
elementary education. 
barbara a. mckenna. st. louis, 
mo .• communication arts. 
kathaleen mckenna. kettering 
• elementary education. 
james mcleod. oxford, pa .• 
business management. 
geraldine e. mcmanus. hunt-
ington, n.y .• speech education. 
john mcmanus • haddonfield, 
n.j . • economics. 
jan a I. merris. waynesville. 
social work. 
stephen r. merz. staten island, 
n.y .• computer science. 
terese a. mescher. dayton. 
economics. 
ronald j. messersmith • 
cincinnati. psychology. 
anmarle meter. saginaw, mich 
• general studies. 
judy I. miller. niles, ill .• 
secondary education. 
paull. miller. rochester, n.y . • 
communication arts. 
william d. miller. riviera beach, 
md . • mathematics. 
james r. millette. cincinnati. 
physics. 
christina m. modafferi. silver 
spring, md .• psychology. 
margaret m. mcmanus. glen 
head, n.y .• physical education. 
maureen mcmanus. pitts-
burgh, pa .• mathematics. 
eileen mcpartland • levittown, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
kevin meagher. levittown, n.y . 
• communication arts. 
kathleen mechir. lyndhurst. 
medical technology. 
christine meinhold. williams-
ville, n.y .• home economics. 
stephen meinking. cincinnati. 
computer science. 
patricia meiring. ft. recovery • 
secondary education. 
gerard I. mellon. rosemont, pa . 
• biology. 
gregory j. merrill. dayton. 
mechanical engineering 
technology. 
seniors/lSI 
mildred a. molino. new york, 
n.y .• political science/spanish. 
mary monn ig. ironton. home 
economics education. 
charles r. montgomery, jr .• 
westlake. history. 
kevin mooney. newark, n.y . • 
computer science. 
gregg m. moore. arlington 
heights, ill. • secondary edu-
cation. 
john a. moore. leadville, colo. 
• psychology. 
richard a. montpetit • central 
islip, n.y .• english. 
ginny moran. plandome, n.y. 
• psychology. 
paulette a. morelli. westlake. 
elementary education. 
cindy morgan. dayton. 
electrical engineering. 
alexander t. moroz. syracuse, 
n.y .• physical education. 
marion f. morris. crestview, fla. 
• geology. 
dennis morrison. cleveland. 
secondary education. 
margaret e. morrow. columbus 
• social work. 
john c. morsch. wayland, n.y. 
• business management. 
dwight e. mosley • pittsburgh, 
pa .• elementary education. 
john moster. liberty, indo • 
electrical engineering 
technology. 
mary mroczka. lanham, md .• 
economics. 
francis j. mulligan. westbury, 
n.y .• marketing. 
therese mumma. dayton. 
elementary education. 
thomas mummert. st. louis 
mo .• political science. 
kathleen mundy • harrington, 
n.j .• secondary education. 
richard k. munn • cleveland • 
physical education. 
barry m. murphy. arlington, 
va .• marketing. 
michael a. murphy. fairview 
park. elementary education. 
robert h. murphy. oak park, 
ill .• political science. 
ruthann murphy. indianapolis, 
ind .• sociology. 
stuart f. murphy. st. louis, mo . 
• social work. 
tom murphy. phillipsburg, n.j . 
• industrial engineering. 
joann f. nardizzi. yonkers, n. y. 
spanish. 
mary narus • erie, pa .• politi· 
cal science. 
mary lou neff. middleburg 
heights. medical technology. 
janef. nester. montgomery. 
english. 
theresa d. newsuan • philadel· 
phia, pa .• communication arts. 
kevin f. nicon. westbury, n.y . 
• physical education. 
donna m. nicolosi • dayton • 
computer science. 
craig j. nieb. leonia, n.j. • 
engineering technology 
ellen t. nolan. painesville. 
home economics. 
linda m. nolan .greenbrook, 
n.j .• american studies. 
mary b. oberholzer. haddon· 
field, n.j .• elementary educa-
tion. 
seniors/1a3 
neil j. o'malley. western 
springs, ill .• business 
management. 
greg ondercin • clevelend • 
chemical engineering. 
keith r. o'neil. pittsburgh, pa . 
• civil engineering. 
kevin c. o'neill. commack, n.y . 
• psychology. 
alane p. orient. pittsburgh, pa . 
• accounting. 
elizabeth m. o'shaughnessy. 
westfield, n.j . • english. 
robert a. ostholthoff. lake 
forest, ill .• english. 
raymond c. o'sullivan. new city, 
n.y .• mechanical engineering. 
michael w. ott. dayton. indus· 
trial & systems engineering. 
kathryn m. owing. lorain. 
psychology. 
karen c. obermeier. andover, 
mass .• social work. 
michael o'bryan • louisville, 
ky .• economics. 
katherine o'conner. south 
amboy, n.j .• social work. 
fred j. o'donnell. detroit, mich . 
• marketing. 
margaret m. o'donnell. 
vineland, n.j .• art education. 
kathleen m. o'grady. pitts· 
burgh, pa .• american studies. 
warren p. o'grady. merrick, 
n.y .• political science. 
daniel s. o'keefe. south bend, 
indo • accounting. 
john a. oliverio. washington, 
pa .• fine arts. 
margaret I. o'ioughlin. 
rochester, mich .• accounting. 
william g. pagano. scarsdale, 
n.y .• pre-med. 
sarah pagnozzi • leonia, n.j .• 
elementary education. 
lawrence c. painter. north 
olmstead. marketing. 
daniel m. paluf. sough euclid 
• electrical engineering. 
robert m. pangburn. amelia. 
physical education. 
michael b. paolercio • 
cincinnati. journalism. 
vincent j. papaccio • bayonne, 
n.j .• biology. 
john a. paparelli • oradell, n.j . 
• mechanical engineering 
technology . 
carol r. parisi. merchantville, 
n.j . • physical education. 
thomas w. parkes. dayton. 
secondary education. 
diane parulis. cleveland. 
english. 
khalid parvaiz. lahore, pakistan 
• electrical engineering. 
joseph e. pascucc.i. union, n.j .• 
computer science. 
janak r. patel. richmond, indo 
• electrical engineering. 
jayantibhai punjabhai patel. 
ahmedabad gujarat, india. 
electrical engineering. 
vendi patterson. xenia. 
elementary education. 
janine a. pauley. kettering. 
home economics. 
john s. pavela • lacrosse, wisc . 
• biology. 
kenneth e. paxson. wilmette, 
ill .• communication arts. 
kahtleen p. pearce. cherry hill, 
n.j .• physical education. 
sen iors/IS5 
mary lou pecjak • willowick. 
communication arts. 
kathleen pekarek. princeton, 
kyo • elementary &ducation. 
maria pelsoci • westlake. 
accounting. 
paula penna. evergreen park, 
ill.. general studies. 
jeffrey perry. cleveland. 
mathematics. 
daniel perugini. island park, 
n.y .• political science. 
james petruska. north brad· 
dock, pa .• accounting. 
christine pettey. webster 
groves, mo .• secondary 
education. 
gregory pfleger. indianapolis, 
indo • marketing. 
anne phelan. springfield, mass . 
• social work. 
eileen pikulik • freehold, n.j .• 
communication arts. 
ruth pinson. dayton. 
computer science. 
deborah pinto. santurce, 
puerto rico. secondary 
education. 
frank piscitelli. flemington, n.j . 
• industrial engineering 
technology . 
joseph pizzino. phillipsburg, n.j . 
• secondary education. 
lauren plasschaert. cranford, 
n.j .• theatre. 
william plasschaert. south 
bend, ind .• psychology. 
dolores pluto. north canton. 
computer science. 
caroline pohl. cincinnati. 
elementary education. 
elizabeth pomponi. white 
plains, n.y .• secondary educa· 
tion. 
diane I. prendergast. hinsdale, 
ill .• home economics. 
garry pritchett. dayton. 
communication arts. 
john pros pal • solon. 
psychology. 
charlotte provenzano. milling· 
ton, mich .• criminal justice. 
katie pumphrey. painesville. 
social work. 
susan queeney. freehold, n.j .• 
communication arts. 
yvette queeneville. kensington, 
md .• mathematics. 
kathleen quinlivan • euclid. 
elementary education. 
janet quirk. park ridge, ill .• 
mathematics. 
kathy quirk • louisville, ky .• 
marketing. 
timothy rabideau. morrison· 
ville, n.y .• marketing. 
joseph racosky. johnstown, pa . 
• civil engineering. 
gary radziewicz. glendora, n.j . 
• psychology. 
edward rafferty. phillipsburg, 
n.j .• political science. 
richard raible. huntington, n.y . 
• electrical engineering. 
richard rawson. dayton. 
business management. 
colleen ray. chagrin falls. 
social work. 
kathleen reddy. birmingham, 
mich .• elementary education. 
debbie reich. st. louis, mo .• 
sociology. 
paul reidy. worchester, mass . 
• marketing. 
seniors/IS7 
terence a. rensi • woodsfield. 
chemical engineering. 
joseph e. rhoads. orange, 
conn .• economics. 
james g. rice. centerport, n.j .• 
political science. 
joy d. ridden. new castle, pa .• 
secretarial studies. 
roy d. rieck. pittsburgh, pa .• 
accounting. 
anthony e. rigano • arlington, 
n.j .• secondary education. 
john j. rigby, jr .• rumson, n.j .• 
chemistry. 
charles h. rinehart. kettering 
• accounting. 
kathy j. riney • louisville, ky .• 
chemistry. 
stephen rist. beckley, w. va .• 
industrial engineering 
technology. 
mary reilly. chicago, ill .• 
economics. 
francis reime • belleville, ill .• 
economics. 
sheila m. rein hard • dayton. 
elementary education. 
paul j. relnhardt. rochester, 
n.y .• psychology. 
dianne s. reinke. kettering. 
art/math education. 
robert p. reisdorf. pittsburgh, 
pa .• biology. 
deborah m. rekart. middleburg 
• spanish . 
robert I. render. shaker hts .• 
political science. 
gregory j. renner. freeburg, ill . 
• pre-med. 
john e. rensel. ormond beach, 
fla .• general studies. 
susan c. rocha. san antonio, 
tex .• secondary education. 
jose rodriguez. santurce, 
puerto rico. business manage· 
ment. 
barbara a. roetzer. middleburg 
hts .• dietetics. 
ronald rogacki. matawan, n.j . 
• mathematics. 
terrence roland. aurora. 
Industrial engineering 
technology . 
thomas I. roland. aurora. 
accounting. 
william romano. consho· 
hocken, pa .• p .. ychology. 
lynne m. root. lima. 
medical technology. 
bertrand ross • louisville, ky .• 
biology. 
deborah c. ross. cleveland. 
enJrlish. 
victor ross, jr .• new castle, 
pa .• industrial engineering 
technology. 
lynda a. roth. masury • 
chemistry. 
randolph n. roy. wilmington, 
del .• criminal justice. 
richard rubino • grand pralre, 
tex .• psychology. 
sharon ruder. syracuse, n.y .• 
dietetics. 
susan m. ruesch • wauwatosa, 
wisc .• computer science. 
nancy ruggeri • cleveland. 
social work. 
ronald I. ruley. mansfield. 
electrical engineering. 
joan k. ruschau • dayton. 
political science. 
john ruschau • dayton. 
mechanical engineering. 
seniors/l89 
deborah rushin • norwalk. 
political science/psychology. 
robert I. russell , jr .• strongsville 
• political science. 
romeyn a. russell. hallandale, 
fla .• elementary education. 
william f. russell. dayton. 
communication arts. 
eileen russo. coltsneck, n.j .• 
social work. 
barbara e, rutan • highland 
heights. art education. 
harry j. rutan • dayton. 
marketing. 
richard c . ruzycka • staten 
island, n.y . • communication 
arts. 
barbara a. ryan. willingboro, 
n.j .• elementary education. 
james ryan. delham, n.y .• 
psychology. 
jane ryan. pittsburgh, pa .• 
elementary education. 
kathleen ryan. belleville, ill .• 
english. 
mary ryan. erie, pa .• 
biology. 
barry r. ryder. dayton. 
physical education. 
felipe santa maria. medellin, 
columbia. industrial engineer-
ing technology. 
annette m. santella. pitts-
burgh, pa . • home economics. 
steven w. scalenghe. new city, 
n.y .• secondary education. 
robert c. scanlon. havertown, 
pa .• political science. 
mark j. scarbinsky. st. clair, pa . 
• political science. 
connie j. schaerer. kettering. 
political science. 
nicholas a . scharf • louisville • 
mathematics. 
theresa a. scheidler. Indiana-
polis, indo • elementary 
education. 
nancy schenck. glencove, n.y . 
• elementary education. 
william schenkel. pittsford, n.y . 
• marketing/accounting. 
jim schlard • euclid. 
elementary education. 
carroll a. schmidt. springfield, 
va .• mathematics. 
kathy a. schmitt. pittsburg, pa . 
• communication arts. 
barbette I. sch mitz • dayton. 
music education. 
william h. schniedwind. glen-
view, ill .• economics. 
cynthia schnorr. indianapolis, 
Ind .• elementary education. 
joyce a. schoenig. pittsburgh, 
pa .• communication arts. 
donna schoos • monroeville, pa . 
• elementary education. 
mary schrappen • st. louis, mo . 
• communication art ... 
gerald t. schubert, jr . • elyria. 
computer science. 
janice schulhoff. dayton. 
home economics. 
harry schulman. rochester, 
n.y .• accounting. 
william c. schulte. S. euclid. 
communication arts. 
david p. schultz. towson, md .• 
electrical engineering 
technology. 
james C. schultz. belford, n.j . 
• political science. 
james a. schwartz. cincinnati. 
computer science. 
seniors/191 
daniel I. schweickart. kettering 
• electrical engineering. 
gail f. schweitzer. schererville, 
indo • mathematics. 
elaine e. schweller. kettering. 
music education. 
ronald scrittorale. clifton, n.j. 
• civil engineering. 
thomas w. seibel. willingboro, 
n.j .• computer science. 
mary ellen sennett. cleveland 
• social work. 
martin f. sexton. bronx, n.y .• 
psychology. 
gilbert a. shadle. columbus. 
biology. 
nancy m. shearer. chicago, ill. 
• physical education. 
george c. sheflett. alexandria, 
• va .• criminal justice. 
kevin m. shell. stanford, conn. 
• civil engineering. 
robert k. shepas. struthers. 
secondary education. 
elizabeth a. sherry. chappaqua, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
jane e. sherwin. rockville, md .• 
sociology. 
teresa shock. dayton. biology. 
kay f. shoup. marion. 
secondary education. 
david shufeldt. dayton. 
mechanical engineering 
technology. 
mary ann sibel. parma. 
medical technology. 
j. bernard siler. washington, 
d.c .• anthropology. 
manuel a. silva. new york, n.y. 
• business management. 
thomas rn. smith. columbus. 
chemistry. 
william sopira. pittsburg, pa .• 
jane sopko. cleveland. 
secondary education. 
andrea m. sowul . cleveland. 
elementary education. 
elizabeth a. sperl. mineola, n.y . 
• sociology. 
mildred e. spirito. dayton. 
elementary education. 
barry a. spyker. king of prussia, 
pa . • journalism. 
john r. squilla. rochester, n.y . 
• industrial & systems 
engineering. 
barbara a. stack. euclid. 
psychology. 
gerard a. stadler. euclid. 
marketing. 
jeanne c. silvestro. cleveland. 
elementary education. 
george a. simon. fairfield, 
conn .• social work. 
nancy a. simon. vermilion. 
elementary education. 
margaret k. singer. ney. 
social work. 
martha a. singer . ney. 
secondary education. 
cheryl skinner . franklin. 
medical technology. 
sam skoda. lorain. 
accounting. 
sharon k. smith. fremont. 
physical education. 
steven p. smith. northport, n.j . 
• secondary education. 
thomas smith, jr . • xenia. 
industrial engineering 
technology . 
seniors/193 
susan j . stafford. miamisburg 
• 
barbara kramer stagich • ft. 
thomas, ky .• social work. 
george r. stallwood. indian polis, 
indo • marketing. 
mary e. stanley. short hills, n.j. 
• elementary education. 
anne stansbury • louisville, kyo 
• mathematics. 
michele stanton. struthers. 
english/communication arts. 
deborah g. stefanek • gates 
mills. psychology. 
gail I. steinbrink. chicago, ill. 
political science. 
daniel a. steinbrunner. ft. 
recovery. chemical 
engineering. 
william j. stevens • dayton • 
chemistry. 
philip w. stewart. west carroll· 
ton. history. 
william a. stewart. indianapolis, 
indo • business management. 
virginia stivorich • pittsburgh, 
pa. • marketing. 
stephen j . strack. indianapolis, 
indo • political science. 
virginia m. straniero • gates 
mills. elementary education. 
patricia stubbers. cincinnati 
• english. 
mary pat sullivan. rochester, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
paul e. sullivan. stratford, 
conn .• accounting. 
candace a. sullwold • cresskill, 
n.y .• physical education. 
john 1. supple. chicago, ill. 
• communication arts. 
mary sutthoff. cincinnati. 
communication arts. 
john suttmiller. kettering. 
english. 
eileen swane. massapequa, n.y. 
• elementary education. 
matthew e. sweetnich. shady-
side. business management. 
patricia n. szeliga. clifton, n.y. 
• elementary education. 
leonard tabacchi, jr. chester, 
pa .• computer science. 
john tacca. peekskilf, n.y .• 
mechanical engineering 
technology . 
katherine tamer. pittsburg, pa. 
• computer science. 
paul tammaro. green brook, 
n.j .• electrical engineering. 
thomas j . tansey. edgewater, 
n.j .• business management. 
gail tantanella • cleveland. 
english. 
patricia tareco. niagara falls, 
n.y .• history. 
judy tasker. massapequa, n.y. 
• history. 
jill m. tatem. dayton. 
political science history. 
philip p. tavani. bridgeport, pa. 
• business education 
sally a. teasdale. seaford, n.y. 
• elementary education. 
mereduth a. tee. bergenfield, 
n.y .• social work. 
margaret m. thoma • skokie, ill. 
• theology. 
robert r. thomas. rochester, 
n.y .• marketing. 
susan t. thomas. liberty, indo 
• elementary education. 
seniors/195 
edna m. tierney. glenview, ill. 
• physical education. 
michael j. tim pone • dayton. 
pre-med. 
william tobe. fort recovery • 
mechanical engineering. 
charles toman • monroeville, 
pa .• physical education. 
charles tomlin. youngstown. 
biology. 
michael a. tomon • parma 
heights. biology. 
kevin m. tracy. springfield, gao 
• business administration. 
eileen m. trauth • cincinnati. 
secondary education. 
dorothy trebat. mt. prospect, 
ill .• elementary education. 
lloyd tribley. schenectady, n.y. 
• general studies. 
samuel tritto. poughkeepsie 
n.y .• political science. 
audrey j. trocki • erie, pa .• 
medical technology. 
danielle I. troppoli. edensburg, 
pa .• social work. 
dedra a. turner. kettering. 
elementary education. 
nancy r. turner. dallas, tex .• 
marketing. 
andrea tyler. islip, n.y .• 
english 
norman ulman. manville, n.y. 
• computer science. 
edmund e. valdez. queens, n.y. 
• industrial engineering 
technology. 
connie I. valenti. chicago, ill . 
• elementary education. 
annette r. van leeuwen. dayton 
• art education. 
susan wagner. dayton. 
physical education. 
susan j. wagner. louisville, kyo 
• secondary education. 
teresa a. waitzman • kettering 
• secondary education. 
joanne walsh. chicago, ill. 
social work. 
mary ellen walter. mansfield. 
physical education. 
tony g. wanner. cleveland. 
marketing. 
frank wargo. berea. 
political science. 
judith wargo. pittsbury, pa .• 
elementary education. 
roger f. watson. mentor. 
secondary education. 
carol j. wawrzyniak. s. bound 
brook, n.y .• speech education 
r. geoffrey vargo. parmd. 
communication arts. 
kathleen m. varvel. kettering 
• home economics education. 
ruth a. vassel. akron. 
psychology 
lewis a. vaughn. dayton. 
english. 
peggy m. veihmeyer. bethesda, 
md . • political science. 
cynthia a. veit. cleveland. 
elementary education. 
paul vergara. new york city, n.y. 
• english . 
tina vicidomina. hendstead, 
n.y .• psychology. 
daniel c. vittitoe. louisville, kyo 
• pre-law. 
david w. vitunic. pittsburg, pa. 
• mechanical engineering. 
seniors/I97 
virginia weber. moscow. 
chemistry. 
barbara a. weghorst • brookville 
• elementary education. 
pamela j. weinert. dayton. 
biology. 
john j. weinheimer. syracuse, 
n.y .• accounting. 
nancy j. weiss. cherry hili, n.j . 
• sociology. 
iris weissman. stamford, conn . 
• elementary education. 
michael e. welsh. dayton. 
political science. 
jane a. wendling. dayton. 
political science. 
benjamin I. westmoreland. mil-
waukee, wisc . • sociology. 
christine a . wetzel. homewood, 
ill .• psychology. 
thomas e. white. dayton. 
marketing. 
mary sue weidemer. rochester, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
jim w. wilker. montezuma. 
psychology. 
ron v. williamitis. kettering. 
communication arts. 
charles h. williams. pittsbury, 
pa. . political science 
mark j. williams. kettering. 
electrical engineering 
technology. 
peggy a. wiltberger. buffalo, 
n.y .• biology. 
thomas wing. syracuse, n.y .• 
english. 
joanne m. winguay. syracuse, 
n.y .• english. 
jeannie m. winnick. rochester, 
n.y .• 
thomas h. wintringham • 
bergenfield, n.y .• accounting. 
janis s. wissel. dayton. 
secondary education. 
janet I. wolanin. willowick .• 
secondary education. 
j. blaner wolff. kettering. 
criminal justice. 
carolyn woeber. springfield. 
elementary education. 
mary pat wrenn. chicago, ill . 
• elementary education. 
lawrence wrona. sturgis, mich . 
• secondary education. 
dennis f. wyatt. farmington, 
mich .• psychology. 
rosemary a. wylonis. merrick, 
n.y .• elementary education. 
peggy wynn. dayton. 
general studies. 
christine yaeger. wheeling, 
w.va .• secondary education. 
virginia yanick. euclid. 
elementary education. 
peter yanni. upper darby, pa .• 
mathematics. 
lorraine yasinski. scotch 
plains, n.y .• psychology. 
christopher p. yen. wayne, n.j . 
• accounting. 
janice young. dayton. 
physical education. 
sally a. yurcisin. rahway, n.j . 
• fine arts. 
kathy zaciek • toledo. 
secondary education. 
eugene p. zanolli • oak ridge, 
tenn .• chemistry. 
anna zelia. kettering. 
home economics. 
seniors/199 
peter zelek. lorain. 
mathematics. 
richard ziemnik • parma. 
electronic engineering techno-
logy. 
susan zierolf. dayton. 
sociology. 
robert zingali. montclair, n.j . 
• business management. 
robert zivsak • solon. 
political science. 
eugene zmuda. pittsburgh, pa . 
• marketing. 
john zotter. pittsburgh, pa .• 
mechanical engineering. 
september of 1969 dawned and a new freshman class 
entered the university of dayton. most freshman classes 
were wide-eyed and innocent to the world of a univer-
sity. but were those people so wide-eyed? maybe they 
were the most knowledgeable, worldly class to enter 
the university. the class of 1973 came at a time of so-
cial change for the country and the university. this class 
kept step with these changes. they were marchers, pro-
testers, and they believed in a cause, whatever it might 
have been. 
as freshman year passed, so passed the "age of protest 
innovations occurred, and these were the people who 
helped to promote and activate these innovations. "active" 
seemed to be the key word for the majority of these 
peopl1e. campus activity enjoyed some of its finest mo-
ments during the next two years. n.s.i. was improved, 
christmas on campus was broadened to encompass more 
children, concerts were improved and more frequent, off-
campus living conditions were somewhat improved, and 
new courses of study were introduced. these were only 
a few of the activities which students could become 
active in. 
as senior yea·r approached, activity seemed to ebb. sud-
denly the war was over, ecology was no longer a major 
issue, and the causes that these people fought for were 
no longer. apathy seemed to cloud the entire campus. 
people seemed to revert back to a 1950's carefree atti-
tude. parties were to be found for the looking. this care· 
free attitude was strengthened by a real 50's-type sock-
hop with performers from the 50's present. the country 
and the university were solidly embedded in a reverbera-
tion into a Dast time. 
a~ grClduation approached, the class of 73 became active 
once more in another type of activity - planning for 
an unknown future. this unknown future was an enigma 
for some. for many next september will be the first time 
in sixteen years that they will not be returning to some 
kind of formal education. marriage was in some plans, 
grad school in others. for the most part, a tight job 
market awaited these seniors. some will get jobs, others 
will wander until they find one. for still others, military 
service is the immediate future. 
as you leave the university of dayton, we of the day-
tonian hope that this book will help you to remember 
1973_ we congratulate you on your achievements, and 
wish you success in all of your future endeavors. 
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